The Ordway’s 2017-2018 season was one of many firsts, with the introduction of several diverse and adventurous performances. The new Family Series delighted children ages 3-8 with artists like the Okee Dokee Brothers, and three Classic Albums Live concerts were such a hit that we quickly programmed three more for the 2018-2019 season. Our expanded Music & Movement Series brought nine performances from afar—Black Violin was a sold-out success, and the return of Ladysmith Black Mambazo and Pilobolus thrilled returning fans and newcomers alike. Plus a significant increase in the number of concerts and comedy specials drew hundreds of theater-goers to the Ordway for the very first time.

The Ordway produced three of its musical theater offerings to great audience and critical acclaim. About Jesus Christ Superstar the Star Tribune wrote, “Not many places still do musicals on the scale the Ordway does, with about four dozen people on stage and a full (gorgeous) orchestra in the pit.” And we engaged a record number of schoolchildren—over 63,000—who journeyed from their communities around the state to experience live theater, music, or dance.

Other highlights of the season included the Flint Hills Family Festival (formerly the Flint Hills International Children’s Festival), the Minnesota Governor’s Council hosting the 32nd Annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Celebration at the Ordway, and the 26th Sally Awards that honored extraordinary achievements in arts access and learning, commitment, initiative and social impact. And we welcomed back Sphinx Virtuosi, a collaborative presentation of the Arts Partnership—the Minnesota Opera, Ordway, Schubert Club and The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra.

After celebrating the tenure of James Rocco, in February we announced the selection of Rod Kaats as the Ordway’s new Producing Artistic Director. Rod’s arrival represented an enhanced commitment to Ordway Original musical theater productions, new work, and local, national and international collaboration.

We are deeply grateful for your enthusiastic contributions and ticket purchases. Your support makes it possible for the Ordway to produce and present great work and continue to be a welcoming gathering place for a wide range of community events.

We look forward to sharing with you the joy of the performing arts in the year ahead.

With all best wishes,

Jamie Grant
President & CEO

Laura McCarten
Board Chair, 2016-2018
### Performances at-a-Glance

#### Concerts and Comedy (25 Performances)
- Air Supply
- The Broadway Boys
- Broadway Mixtape Live
- Capitol Steps Live
- Classic Albums Live
  - The Eagles: Hotel California sponsored by US Bank
  - Led Zeppelin II, sponsored by US Bank
- Pink Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon
- Colin Mochrie & Brad Sherwood: The Scared Scriptless Tour
- Darlene Love
- Diana Krall, sponsored by Dancing Dragonfly Winery
- The Drifters
- Engelbert Humperdink
- Let It Be
- Linda Eder
- The Midtown Men
- The Ohio Players
- Shaping Sound
- The Simon & Garfunkel Story
- Stokely Williams
- The Summit: The Manhattan Transfer Meets Take 6
- We Can Be Heroes, The David Bowie Tribute Show by Collins Live
- Will Downing
- Yanni

#### Musical Theater Series (70 Performances)
- Annie, sponsored by SPIRE Credit Union
- In the Heights, sponsored by Travelers
- Jesus Christ Superstar
- Kinky Boots, sponsored by Delta Air Lines

#### Music and Movement Series (9 Performances)
- Black Violin
- Camille A. Brown & Dancers
- Diavolo
- Ladysmith Black Mambazo
- Lila Downs
- Pilobolus
- Spectrum Dance Theater
- Tanya Tagaq
- Terrance Simien & the Zydeco Experience

#### Flint Hills Family Festival (10 Indoor Performances)
- Arch 8 presents Tetris
- Lightwire Theater presents Moon Mouse: A Space Odyssey
- Compagnia T.P.O. presents Panda’s Home
- Moona Luna

#### Family Series (7 Performances)
- The Okee Dokee Brothers
- Mermaid Theatre’s Goodnight Moon and the Runaway Bunny
- David Gonzalez Cuentos: Tales from the Latino World
- Erth’s Dinosaur Zoo Live

#### Arts Education Activities

**School Matinee Series — 56 Performances**

- **Dance to Learn:** A multifaceted dance education program that promotes arts-based learning through dance in schools
- **Share the Rhythm:** An in-depth international music education program that promotes arts-based learning through music in schools
- **Master Classes:** Educational workshops for the community led by touring artists to teach their artistic forms
In February 2018, the Ordway welcomed Rod Kaats as our new Producing Artistic Director. Having worked on some of the most iconic and diverse theatrical productions of the last 30 years, both on Broadway and across the country, Kaats brought a wealth of experience to his new position. Shortly after his arrival, Kaats dove into producing *Mamma Mia!*

Kaats said he has long marveled at the richness, diversity and vitality of theater in the Twin Cities. “The Ordway has led the way — balancing exciting performing arts programming with meaningful education and other outreach initiatives that make the organization an essential element of the community and theater in the United States.”
ARTS EDUCATION

During the 2017–2018 school year, 63,305 schoolchildren from throughout Minnesota and western Wisconsin participated in Arts Education activities at the Ordway—a 15% increase from the previous year!

“The Ordway does a fantastic job of making the performing arts available to students... My students have experienced music and dance in a way that they would not have been able to do. I feel so lucky that we have the opportunity to come to the Ordway.”

—WILLOW RIVER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER
The 2018 Spring Fête transformed the Ordway into an idyllic Greek island village, inspired by the Ordway Original Production of *Mamma Mia!* The evening celebrated Honorary Chairs Lucy Jones and Jim Johnson and their extraordinary impact on the community. And proceeds of over $555,000 supported the Ordway’s arts education activities and the Arts Partnership Fund, an ongoing collaboration of the Minnesota Opera, Ordway, The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, and the Schubert Club, which provides critical support to maintain the facility and offer greater access for the community to experience the arts.
The 18th annual Flint Hills Family Festival featured puppets, outdoor dance parties, giant inflatable rabbits, and everything in between. Over 30,000 children and their families experienced performances by 481 artists and companies with roots in 13 nations.

“The Flint Hills Family Festival is often the first experience for [my students] to see a live show, watch people perform, see art and artists, feel the power of art through music and performance. It is a glimpse to alternative opportunities in life.”

—PHALEN LAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER
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